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ZONE PLANNING

I have used zone plans for years as an initial step in documenting library space. We are 
going to explore several new thoughts I have had concerning zoning school library 
concepts, but let’s first discuss the traditional process.

Zone plans document the physical content or activities and services taking place in a 
space. They suggest in a proportional fashion the relative amount of space each item 
on the list will consume and which items work well together versus areas that need to 
be separated. For example, shelving can take up a large footprint, frequently is not 
flexible, and can obstruct sightlines. Shelving also houses different parts of the book 
and media collection which may or may not need to be adjacent to each other. It is also 
the item that is most significantly being impacted by digital content. In a high school 
library plan today the print and media collection should be broken up into a number of 
relational map pieces. On your relational map you can use simple circles to show size 
and relationship. The circles do not have to be perfect and you can redraw, re-cluster, 
or resize them until you feel they represent your needs realistically.
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The list of physical content being stored on shelving might be as follows:

1. Fiction
2. Non-fiction (classification of subdivisions could also be done if the collection is

mobile or you are thinking about satellite libraries in other locations in the
building)

3. New books
4. Paperbacks
5. Reference
6. Audio books
7. DVDs
8. Magazines
9. Graphic novelsNewspapers

Zoning just this physical content might look like this:

Mapping your print and media collection includes actual number count and physical
location or adjacency within the library. Breaking the collection up into smaller clus-
ters and locating those clusters closer to where the students might naturally want to
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access it breaks up long rows of stacks and changes sight lines in the library. For
example, should print reference resources be clustered with computer workstations?
Magazine and newspapers are now leisure reading and can move into an informal
space. Paperbacks and graphic novels might become a focal point and reside on
display fixtures.

In this scenario, we are grouping in one large area fiction, non-fiction, and new media.
I would feature new books and media within this large cluster. Reference materials are
broken out and depending on what might still be in the collection could be housed
near computers to work in tandem with online databases. Having reference material
near computers where you would be coaching students on which material to reference
also facilitates observing how often print materials are used and whether they should
stay in the collection.

Newspapers are like magazines and should be located in causal reading areas for
students to browse. I am assuming the library is housing only current material and
nothing is being shelved or stored long term. Also in my scenario, paperbacks and
graphic novels would be pulled out and featured on displays or mobile carts for easy
access and movement. These circles will eventually be scaled to be relational to the
rest of the areas within the new library. At the moment, they are relational only to
printed content.

Building on this high school library relational map will probably require you to move
to a whiteboard next; I like the ability to erase and easily change my mind. Drawing in
circles for all the other areas you want within the new library requires a large space.
So to continue this exercise let’s add more possibilities such as a production lab, laptop
benches, a quiet study lounge, a dialogue lounge, a reader’s theater or a reading-for-
enjoyment lounge, multimedia presentation gallery, art gallery, a WiFi patio, an AP
help center, honors café, instructional space, gaming area, video conferencing
classroom, social media lounge, and a library management center.

Either all these areas will require a lot of space or the space must be flexible enough to
multitask. Space will have to be able to multitask in your new library; however, do not
immediately assume you cannot have enough space to accomplish everything you
envision. The secret is to contain your vision to what is manageable with a limited
staff, a reasonable budget, and a realistic number of programs. On my imagined wish
list we now have 20 potential bubbles to place in a relational map. I always start by
figuring out which of the activities and areas can overlap and share space. In my plan
I am down to 13 bubbles to float on my white board.

The bubbles can and should be moved around until you start to feel patterns emerg-
ing. For example, I have edited this map at least a dozen times and could continue to
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make changes on it as I think through new options. It is at this point in the creation of
relational maps through the observation of parts you can start to see how the complete
library will take shape. This is how I have used Scott McCloud’s concept of closure. Like
looking at a sequence of comics, you can allow your mind’s eye to finish the story, filling
in the missing elements. Spaces, rooms, and pathways start to be defined, and you begin
to see an alternative library space. Use your imagination to see how students will flow
through the space and what kinds of spaces will be available for students to use in their
work. These types of relational maps provide you with a wealth of information to facili-
tate meaningful conversations with your architect or interior designer.
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In this concept there are four different space clusters; they might represent zones 
within the library or they might also evolve into separate rooms off open spaces. There 
is a clear technology zone, a collection zone, a zone focused on individual study, and a 
multipurpose group interaction zone. The selection and layout of furnishing in these 
areas should be handled by zone, allow for flexibility where needed, and allow one 
function to morph into another as envisioned. The flow of humans, lighting, and 
acoustical levels between and around each cluster should be considered, although it is 
the responsibility of your architect or interior designer to establish pathways, borders, 
and comfort levels in each space.
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Learning to be a space advocate is a new skill librarians should embrace in the
changing school climate. Currently, far too many school libraries are being under-
built with no opportunity for a librarian to initiate programs to enrich student
learning. Unfortunately, we are still combating the stereotype that far too many
architects and administrators still have of creating a space merely for a “book”
culture.

Recently, I worked with a group blending four charter schools together in a reno-
vated commercial high-rise building. The original library space was way too small
to support two elementary schools, a middle school, and a high school. On a
conference call with school officials, architects, and contractors we discussed the
pedagogy of the four schools and how a professional library-technology integration
specialist could enrich the programs. After walking through possible scenarios for
space requirements the library was tripled in size. Be an advocate for enough space
to create a successful library environment.




